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The more specific history of this book. I first collected much of the present material while on sabbatical at Notre Dame, in preparation for a Fall 1990 graduate course there: Math 671, Subgroup Complexes.

During Fall 1994, I revised and expanded those old notes, to use as the text for the UIC graduate course Math 532 (Topics in Algebra): Subgroup Complexes. I would like to thank the students in that course for their questions and corrections, and for their general interest: Matt Bardoe, Joe Fields, Venketraman Ganesan, Julianne Rainbolt, and Kristin Umland.

A preliminary draft of the book was provisionally accepted for Surveys of the AMS in 1995. At that time, I received many detailed and very helpful suggestions from various colleagues, particularly Satoshi Yoshiara and Jacques Thévenaz, which strongly influenced the overall structure of the final version.

However, the book went to the back burner for some years, when I was involved in more urgent collaborations on books with Michael Aschbacher, Dave Benson, Richard Lyons, and Ron Solomon; and I have only managed to complete this book recently. (I particularly thank Sergei Gelfand and his staff at the American Mathematical Society, for their patience with me during this lengthy delay.)
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